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In our previous paper we have ascertained that the free

R-action in Witten's RSR-superstring field theory [1] coincides

with the Minimal R-action [2,3,4], and «oreover the space-tine

supersymnetry transformations are the same [5].This equivalence

was proved for the space of regular (smooth) state vectors [5].

The natural conjecture coming from these equivalences is that

both free theories as well as interacting ones completely coincide

(as to the interaction in minimal formulation see [4]). In this

paper we shall show that it is not the case.The explanation of

this will be connected with the fact that Witten's action is not

uniquely defined on non-smooth state vectors.

The origin of the ambiguity that arises iv. the course of the

extending of Witten's action onto singular states is the

necessity to choose the regularizatioc for product» of

picture-changing operators X(z), T(z) in coincident points. In bis

paper Nitten implicitly assumes the rerularization admitting

everywhere the key property X.(z)X(z)*l. To obtain the minimal

action one has to adopt another type regularization based on the

point-splitting in the operator T(z). So, on the space of singular

vectors we shall reveal the theory dependence of the chooses type

of regularization, i.e. we shall demonstrate the presence of

anomaly in the theory..

To deal with singular states (the precise description of them

will be given in what follows)one is forced by the explicit form

of SUST transformations in Kitten's theory. In the field theory of

bosonic string, where the set of axioms ensuring the gauge

invariance holds only on the space of smooth vectors, the careful

separation of the class of singular states also plays an important
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role. For a broader class of states these axioms do not hold,

e.g.there are anomalies in the associativity law [6].

The action in Witten's HSR-superstring field theory has the

form

A=(a,f) , with the quadratic action

where Y(z) is the inverse picture-changing operator [1], 2=e
1Jt
 .

The action S is defined uniquely for all a and v from the space

of smooth vectors.

The supertransformations are the following

(1-За)

84/ =A(X)AX/a , d.3b)

with X(z) being the picture-changing operator

X(z)=X
1
(z)+X

2
(z)+X

J
(z)- е

ф
3 + сЭл

х
 + Ье

3<р
Эе"

х
 and w is the

covariant fermion-emission vertex .

In ref.[5] it was shown that for every smooth у S_ can

by equivalent!? rewritten in terms of two-compcnent truncated

vectors (we mean the dimension in the space of superghost's zero

modes) P = (p
Q
,P

t
 ) and the simple change of arguments

with В being the 2»2 matrix, casts SR into the form of SBln(VWe \yt)

[ 2 , 5 ] . Moreover supertransformations for (1.2) and for the action

with S g ^ i n coincide while both Vfl/̂  and Ш о̂ are supposed to

be smooth vectors.
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It is natural to consider all vectors with explicit

dependence on the point z and/or with infinite number of

components as singular ones. In this sense, we say that the

supertransformations (1.3b) generate singular states spanning the

space ОйЬтг ,which are the potential source of anomalies. In

fact supertraneformation (1.3) do not generate the true symmetry

of the action on singular states as the equality ХУ =1 fails to

hold due to the possible generation of Schwinger terms on these

states [5]. Moreover, the action S£ by itself is not well defined

on the variation

due to the singular nature of the product X(z )*X(z )-

(z,-z3 }'
3'OtZj )+... and what is more dramatic the HS action

calculated on the second variation S__(W Z Wa) сеепв to be

meaningless.

Note, that to give the meaning to the interacting term one

also has to deal with tha same issue of defining of the bylinear

form

because

Both the expression (1.4) and the general bilinear form

(1.5) can be defined by means of two different methods. Following

the first one it is necessary to calculate the double limit:

(1.5a)
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i.e. the operator product Y(z)X(z) is calculated neglecting

potential singularities appearing when the points z" and z

coincide. For every regular Ф this method gives

= iXmi,$ ) .
 (1

.5..,
Just this recipe is supposed in ref [1] and this gives a reason to

call it as the witten formulation.

The interacting theory in ref. [8] is built on the base of

this prescription that results in assigning the following value to

the R-action on the fields щ-ХФ:

If the supersymffletry law for these fields is choosen:

it can be seen that these transformations do not generate a real

symmetry since the value of the action on the first variation

S (W-ХФ) would be ill-defined. This fact is a reflection of the

singularity that appears in the value of s on the second

variation 6 а в W-XWa pointed above.

The alternative choice can be done xf one takes into account

the factorisation property of Y{z), operating in the space with

vacuum ghost number 1/2

The essence of this representation is to treat the operator Y(z>

acting from "infinite-dimensional" space into

"infinite-dimensional" as the product of two operators acting from

"infinite-dimensional" to "two-dimensional" space and from
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"two-dimensional" to "infinite-dimensional" space respectively.

Eq. (1.6) is valid on some space of finite vectors.

Following the second way of defining the form (1.5) the

variables in two Y's standing to the right and to the left of

g~
l
(z) have to be splitted. The matrix g

- 1
(z) also z-dependent and

to take into account this dependence properly we propose to

factories g~ itself

) .
 ( i 7 )

As a result we derive to the following recipe of the calculation

of (1.5): first, the coincident limit for the points in the right

- standing product YX should be taken and after that the same

should be done for the left - standing product XY. Adopting this

procedure we find only two first terms in t
Q
expansion of • , Ф to

contribute into the scalar product (1.5).

The origin of the representation (1.6) is the existence of

the nontrivial kernel of Y(z), i.e. the additional gauge

invariance of the action S
e
 . Following the analogy with the QBD

one can say that there is a lot of longitudinal fields, which do

not contribute to the action S
R
. The operator Y is invertible

only on transversal fields, i.e., in fact, only on these fields

the equality XY=1 holds. In particular, the fields of the form

X {z),isi
a
2 are longitudinal. Defining the bilinear form (1.5)

with Xj instead of X (i=l,2,3) by means of the *q. like (1.7)

makes it possible to omit all the longitudinal components from the

action.

Hence the point of view we are going to advocate in this

paper is the following. The transformations (1.3) uniquely define

the symmetry of the action (1.2) on a space of smooth vectors »
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only. To settle up the question of their algebra it is necessary

to enlarge enougb the space as to include the space

being generated by the first order variations. The symmetries of

action crucially depend on the way choosen to define ita value on

this extended space although these symmetries have to coincide

with transformations (1.3) on smooth vectors. In other words, to

describe the algebra of supertransformations precisely one has to

choose previously the space on which these transformations act as

well as to extend the definition of the action on the space

properly. Let us emphasize that tha conserving of the form of SUSY

transformations (1.3) for non-smooth vectors force us to abandon

the usual property of symmetry transformations when a value of the

action is well defined on the second variation.

If the second way of extension S£ on the fields from '•^ТГ

is used then one can restrict oneself to work with truncated

fields only that gives the way to overcome the problem of

defining the action on the second variation. Besides that it also

seems that no problem arises with second order gauge invariance in

contrast with the first way of definition (1.5) where we have to

treat the singular expression

X - is the gauge parameter.

So the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the existence

of two different ways of extending the definition of the Witten's

action S
g
 on the space W . ^ . Taking the first way which is

implied in [1] and what means to retain only one term equal to 1

in the operator product X(z)Y(z), the resulting theory does not

coincide with the minimal one. Adopting the second way based on
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the factorised representation (1.6} for T(z) makes it possible to

describe the whole theory in terms of truncated fields. This also

leads to the well-defined value of the action on the second

variation and apparently admits to build the gauge-invariant

NSB-string theory without Contact terms.

One of the attractive features of the minimal formulation is

the simple supersymmetric gauge fixing: »
i
=0 and . In

nonminimal scheme the gauge a. =0 and щ =0 ,n ± does not survive
1 n

under SUSY transformation (1.3).

The paper is organized as follows. In sec 2 we remind the

representation of the Kitten's action on smooth vectors being

obtained earlier. In sec. 3 we discuss too ways of defining the

action on the space 5«lj and in sec. 4 we discuss the features

of the SUSY algebra in these two schemes.

2.Witten's R-string action on smooth vectors

2.1. The Г operation

The operator Y(z) has a nontrivial kernel. This is clear from

the two following eqs. which hold for every smooth vector •:

^ ' (2.1)

(2.2)

i.e. the vectors of the form t'(z) щ and с{г)щ belong to the Ker

This property opens the possibility to make the action on

smooth v to depend on two-component fields only.Let щ to be of the

form
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where all components ч»
п а
,«=0Д are smooth finite vectors (the

sum on n runs from 0 to some numbers N
:
 , N

2
 , we shall define

this field as N + N + 2 -component field). Then we form the

two-component field

as the solution of the equation

Y*\o».
 {2

.
3a)

The following formulas give the expression for p
Q
,,P

t
 in

terms of v
 л

 , v
n, О

 t
 n, 1

- Z C-i)
1
*

(2.ЭС

-LC2) =i
o
-b-LC?).

These formulas can be proved using the recurrent procedure and

the properties (2.1), (2.2). Really, let * to be of the form ч» =

t* ч>
г 0
 I 0> I 0) > ,then following eq.(2.1) we get

that coincide with eqs. (2.3). Suppose the eqs. (2.3) to hold for

all 41 of the form

K ^
 {2

.
5)

and let's prove them fot k= n+1. We have



• К Г t.

\ о И»] .

Here we used the commutator lt
Q
 ,t{z)}=0

 an(
j
 e q

. (2.5).

The origin of Che c-dependent term in (2.3b,c) is clear from

the following equations

It is natural to introduce the operator of truncation acting

on smooth vectors v:

with components of 4f
tr
 being defined by the eqs. (2.3b,c). Hence

we read Y* = Yj'v'O)). It is useful to have in Bind the following

relations

Y
In scalar product (.,Y.) the operator Y acts on the left standing

vector as well as on the right-standing one { we suppose both the

vectors to belong to the space flot ) and we get

the 10)) -vacuum average is taken directly and we find the

operator Y
l
 to act in "two-dimensional " space as
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Y
that gives {x,Yy) = (x'"

r
 ,gv

t r
) • In other words, we prove the

following factorisation of Y when acting on smooth vectors

(2.7)

Owing to this property of y{z) the Witten's action can be

cast into the form

, YQ ч^сч^азч^ЫчЛ »Q»

where Q is given by
9

really

(Q v ) ^ = CCoi ̂ "1 YQ у = ̂  g

or using the expression for J once more we get

9
4
C C O I Q Y I O ) ) ^ = 9"Vco»QYю))p^ .

 {28]
Hence in terms of the components p

Q
 ,p

t
 the action S

p
takes the

form [5]

W ( P Q-РсГ

where
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and after tbe change of variables p
o
«»

o
+cF»

t
,P

1
»f

i
 it transforms

into the action S
B

c
*

l B >

where

In the following we shall describe this change of variables by use

of the matrix

In terms of the matrices H and g the factorised

representation for У (eq. (1.6)) is rewritten in tbe form (1.7)

where h=lf V * .

2.2 ХУ as the operator of reconstruction

In the previous section we have constructed the two-component

vector y
tr
for every regular (smooth) vector •• All v

t r
 being

derived by this procedure would posses the components with

explicit dependence on z that makes it natural to conject the XY

product not to be equal to unity on such singular state*. In

accordance with the eqs.(2.3) we have for every such »
l r

fern

The proof of this is stated on tbe following set of relations
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Y(?)C(2)l4
/
> = 0 , (2.10a)

where the products cf operators in coincident points are defined

as
 X(*)Y(Z)4/fl) = 6Lm(UM Xfc*)Y(2)4/(2')V

3"2 г 2 ' (2.11)

(2
.юь)

( 2 1 O c )

(2.10e)

It is instructive to comment eq (2.9) on the simple example.

Let у to be 4» = {4»
0
 10)+^ 11>+Ч>

2
 12>] 10) ) with <¥a €.Ж1 . Than we have

that gives

(by using (2.10d) and (2.10e)

Kence we see that the operator X(z)Y(z)IO)} acting on the

vector ч»
 r
(z) gives the original vector ч». The possibility to

reconstruct many-component total vector * from the two-component

one originates from the singular nature of v
t r
 components.

One can gives the transparent but not rigorous gerivation of
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eq.(2.9) by use of the eq. (1.6)). Really, following (2.3) 4»
tr
(z)

is defined as

that casts the L.H.S. of (2.9) into the form

It is obvious that the limit for the product

Y(z')IO)))g(z)((OIY(z)when z' -* z exists and is equal to Y{z).

Hence, we obtain in L.H.S. of (2.9) the expression

lim X(z'')Y(z)v where we can replace XY product by unity as

z*-^ z

we have supposed the vector ip to be regular.

It is instructive to note that taking the limits in the

formulae in another way we shall derive a different result. Really

^ ^ .
 ( 2 Л 2 )

Just this point gives the possibility to have on singular vectors

two different actions for Witten's R-string theory.

As it. was stated earlier, for the space of smooth vectors ч»

Witten's action can be presented as the functional of v
l r
 =

S
s
=S(v

tr
 } while the variation 6a depends on the total field v.Eq.

(2.9) brings the immediate eolution for this puzzle. The point is

that we can rewrite the law (1.3a) identically as

{ 2

if the limits in this formulae are taken in the same order as in

(2.9)
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Hence the transformation law for MS-field contains the dependence

on » " only

8a ^ *
(2.13")

where

The main conclusion that is derived from the above

consideration is the following, if we restrict the states • to be

smooth the theory can be rewritten equivalently in terms of

w
tr
(z).Every v unequally defines the *

t r
(z) and can be

reconstructed from v
t r
 by means of the XT operator, eq. (2.9).

The question arises wherever for each two-component singular

field one can find the corresponding "long" field w. To make the

question judicious we restrict the set of fields. It is natural to

demand that as Y(z) as the bilinear form would be well defined on

these vectors that leads to the admissible singularities like c(z)

t(z). It is easy to show that ХУ operator transforms the vectors

of this tipe into "long" vectors, but the inverse operation gives

in general the two-component vector not coinciding with the

starting one:

(2.14)

In this sense we can say that the set of two-component

vectors with above mentioned singularities is larger than the set

of smooth "long" vectors.

It is place to pursue the analogy with OED. On the space of
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non-singular states Y(z) has the nontrivial kernel that leads to

appearance of additional fermionic "gauge" invariance for the

quadratic action. It is natural to define the fields from the

kernel to be a longitudinal ones. The smooth states can be viewed

as the transversal ones and the transition to 4»
tr
 is the special

gauge choice that is possible due to the abovementioned gauge

invariance.

3.The Mitten's action on non-smooth vectors

3.1 The definition of the quadratic action

To deal with none-smooth vectors we are forced by the form

of SUSY transformation. Namely, the states X ^ z ) * i=l,2 belonj to

KerY(z), i.e. they are longitudinal. We find it natural to have

the action that turns to zero on the fields from KerY. For

example, consider the expression

(3.1)

which contains the product of two X(z) in coincident points.

Following the analogy with QED we have to define S
B
 as to get zero

for (3.1) The possible choice is

[4Ф) * Bun фм (Х(г*)$, Y(zOQXt<

The same answer is found if (3.1) is regularized by means of the

point-splitting in Y(z) as defined in eq.(1.7).

The most difficulties arise when we proceed to define the

value of S
R
 on non-smooth vectors having nontrivial intersection

with KerY but which do not totally lie in KerY. The state ХФ gives

the example of such vector. If we define the expression
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in the sane way BE in (1.5a) we get

( 3 2 )

This answer looks rather strange - the longitudinal field

contribute nonzero into the action. The QED analogy for this

situation would be

that , generally speaking, could be possible for the fields A
1
,

A
t r
 which decrease badly at the infinity.

The other point that we are going to touch in this section is

wherever is it possible to truncate non-smooth vectors. Partially

we would like to know if it is reasonable to obtain the SDSY

transformation law for truncated fields by straightforward

truncation

" " Г Л W UL .
( 3 . 3 )

- ccoif'YXWa.
This answer is uncorrect if one naively interprets the RHS as

lim^
 i
g"

l
(z')y(z')X{2)Wa.

Let ue show that careful arrangement of successive limits

does make make it possible to define the variation for truncated

fields. Namely, .we suppose у to be a smooth field and define у
 r

so as to get for the «S
f
 the same answer as in Witten'e scheme.

Let «v
tr
 to be

(3.4)

while the lieite z'-*z. z''-*z would be taken in the matrix
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elements. Really,CS
B
 can be written

, »(*>Qa ̂

where we used the identity

hence, we get

It is obvious that (3.4) could be changed by

with the same result.

He can draw the following conclusion from the above. Vectors

from the space "*'-T
 c a n b e

 correctly described by the

truncated vectors if X and У are associated with two different

points, say, z''and z as in eq. (3.5). When z
1
'/z the vectors

like X(z'')* are the smooth ones. The limit z"-»2 can be taken in

theend of calculation of dS
K
.

3.2. Anomalies in the first variation of R-action.

The product XY do not gives the unity when acting on

non-smooth vectors and the successive limits are taken as in

eq.(2.12):
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(3.6)

The nonassociativity of OPE in (3.6) leads to the nonequines

in calculating of «SR on non-smooth states » i.e. to the anomaly.

Really

(3.7)

where the expression Xttp is not unequally defined for states

having the explicit dependence on z, compare (3.6).

In particular, for v(z) = ta(z)6, QcfKL we get zero if

limits are arranged as in LBS of (3.6) while adopting the rule of

RKS of (3.6) gives nonzero result. Hence, if a vector *(z) belongs

to the KerY (states of that kind are just generated by X1(3>Wa)

and if the product of operators is defined as in LHS of (3.6) than

the transformation law for HS fields have to be modified.

To compensate the dependence of 0SR on the order of limits

one can introduce just the same dependence into 6S by changing

the transformation law of the HS fields in the following fashion

(3.8)

„.„
Mote that (3.8) gives on smooth states v the same answer as (1.3).

Bo, to ensure the symmetry of the free NSR action
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irrelevantly to the choice of a regularization prescription on

states v having explicit z dependence, we have to set the MS

variation as in (3.8). With regularization being fixed as to give

XT - 1 we obtain the Witten'e femulation.

We can go one stop further and propose the . following

transformation law

(3.10)

with z' and z being two different points. These also define the

symmetry of the action (1.2) but these transformations do not

generate an algebra at all. The second variation

So. =WX(2')Y(z)XttWa
 (з u )

is not in any way defined due to the presence of singular product

(X(z* ))
a
. Just to get a sensible result for б

3
a one must put. all

the 2-е to coincide. We can proceed to calculate (3.11) using

different regularization schemes. Witten's scheme yields to

*

When we adopt the factorized representation (1.6,7) for Y

it is natural to find 6* a in the form

Using the above mentioned formulas for OPE we easelly get

o)lo)X-$'kco»

These two different results ~(3.12) and (3.13) for
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indicate the appearance of two different algebras of SUSY as it

would be transparent free the next section.

4.Space-time supereyaunetry

The supersynmetry of the action (1.2) with S
g
 being taken in

minimal form is well know) [2,3,4]

to)),
( 4 Л )

l42)
, (S74=lo><iMiXol.

It is obvious that this transformation rules neither bring any

singularity nor increase the zero-mode dimension of ЦУ

Moreover, they transform) any finite state into a finite one.

To compare the transformations (4.1,2) with (1.3) it is

necessary to compare the smoothness constraints for V|>
e
, 1|̂

and v •

Usually Ш/
о
 and Ijpj have been supposed to be a smooth

fields, so the corresponding p-field posseses the only singularity

in с(2). The corresponding "long" field «r would be

(4.3)

We see that * casts into the form of the "consistently truncated"

field, which have been proposed in ref [3,2] to be the building

block for R-string field theory.

Inverting the problem we can ask which smooth field щ would

be transformed into a smooth ty> ,i.e. the expression
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would be free from any singularities. It is obvious that such щ

has only two components in the t
Q
 expansion, that gives

To cancel the c(z) dependence one has to define 4*^=0., »'
o
=-Fv

i

that demonstrates that * has to be a "consistently truncated"

field again.

The fact that Witten's action for Vg/ =н"
1
g"

l
((OlYv takes the

form of the minimal one leads to the natural conjecture that

supertransformations (4.1,2) are nothing but (1.3) for special

class of fields.

Really, by using the reconstruction operator XY we can write

Sa

that gives for smooth Vjp :

that totally coincides with (*.1).

When the two-component variation О Цр is compared with

multicomponent &w the main difficulty of this issue originates

from the explicit singularities of «ч» = X(z)Wa.We have just

discussed the same question in sec. 3, but now we have some

additional information about the smoothness. This permit us to

clarify wherever is it possible to use a truncated state

description for X» in the bylinear form (X*,YQ ¥ ) . As we suppose

the Vtt/ field to be smooth, so both щ and Q * fields would be

the "consistently truncated" fields with smooth components. Using

eq. (1.6) we can write
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f к«(ХФ, f колесо»
what can be identically rewritten in the form

The right state in the scalar product is regular hence the ((OIYX

acts ав the reconstruction operator only on elements of the matrix

H* : ((OlFcYX =-((OlFc
0
 and we get

with

S^ = (-S')"4ccoi[l- Pc.lO<ollWa
that gives the transformation law (4.2)

Performing the supertransformations (4.1) and (4.2)

subsequently we get

(4.3)

This expression completely corresponds to eg (3.13) that

explicitly demonstrates that description of the theory by means of

smooth two-component fields originates from the special

regularization procedure in Witten's action, based on the

point-splitting in the inverse picture changing operator Y(z).

5.Discussion

In this paper we make an attempt to attract attention to some

specific features of Witten's NSR-superstring field theory that

are occasioned by the presence of picture-changing operators X(z),

Y(z) in the theory. The inverse picture-changing operator Y(z)

serves as the metrics in the quadratic R-string action and the
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existence of the nontrivial kernel for Y<z) leads to the

additional "fermionic gauge invariance". In other words, the true

variables for free R-string appear to be not the vectors of the

Foek space F but the elements of the cosset space F/KerY(z). We

have seen that fixing the "gauge" in two different ways we obtain

two selfconsietent forms of the free. R-string field theory,

namely, the first gauge corresponds to the restriction of theory

to smooth vectors and the second one to two-component vectors [5].

Note, that thiB "gauge invariance" is not specific for Witten's

theory but appears also when Y(z) is replaced by the Yamron's

picture changing operator Y [5,9].

We have seen that in close analogy with usual SUSY gauge

theories the Witten's space-time SUSY transformations spoils the

"gauge fixing"; and so, to make the theory supersymmetric it is

necessary to define it not only on special section, say, smooth

vectors, but on the whole space F, especially on the states of the

form X(z)<*. This immediately forces ones to treat the singular

products of picture-changing operators in coincident points. The

nonassociativity of OPE makes it possible to regularize the

products in different manners. In this paper, we have discussed

two regularization schemes, one corresponding to Witten's theory

and the other to minimal formulation.These schemes give two

different algebras of SUSY transformations.

In conclusion we would like to give a few remarks on the

interacting case. Firstly, pursuing the analogy with QED we have

to provide the independence of the full action on longitudinal

fields. While this question is rather important for quantization

the known explicit form of the R-R-NS vertex does not give a

definite answer. Secondly, there are problems with the ga-order
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gauge invariance of Mitten's action [10] which force to introduce

the contact counter terms a4 la light-cone string field theory

[11]. The lack of this invariance jeopardizes the program

[12]. The origin of this difficulty is the appearance of two X

operators in coincident points. From the other side, the formula

for Y, like the factorized representation, permits to cancel two

X operators instead of one canceled in Witten's prescription that

gives a chance to get g -order gauge invariance in minimal

formulation. The consideration of these problems is in progress.
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